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Interprise has a powerful utility called sales analysis that allows for the analysing of sales 
based on criteria. It’s possible to analyse sales by Customer, Item and 
Category/Department. As well as analysing by these it’s also possible to break sales down 
further such as by Customer Type or Country for example. 

The sales analysis is based on the fiscal periods and not calendar months. It’s important to 
understand what your fiscal year is in order to understand where the figures come from. 
To view the fiscal periods for your company in Interprise, go to 600 Accounting  Setup (1) 
 Account Period (2). 

 
 
In the below example the Fiscal Year (3) runs from April 2017 to March 2018 (4), this is the 
current Fiscal Year. Next Fiscal Year would run April 2018 to March 2019 and so on. 
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To open Sales Analysis go to 400 Inventory  Other (5)  Sales Analysis (6). 

 

 

The sales analysis screen will now open (7). 
The screen will default to “Sales by Customer” tab (8), but it’s possible to change between 
these tabs if wanting to see “Sales by Item” or “Sales by Category/Department”. 
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9 – Allows for filtering by customer type. 
10 – Allows to filter for one specific customer. 
11 – As mentioned above, this allows for viewing specific fiscal years i.e. This Fiscal Year, or 
Last Fiscal Year. 
12 – Allows additional details to be added such as “Show Profit”, or “Only Show Active 
Customers”.  
13 –Allows for filtering by Category 
14 - Allows for filtering by Department 
15 - Allows for filtering by Country 
16 - Allows for filtering by Sales Rep Group 
17 - When running allows to sort by Customer Name or Total.  

 
NB – Some options are dependent on the “User Restrictions” covered later in the 
guide. 

The three tabs by Customer/Item/Category (8) change slightly for what can be filtered, but 
the idea is the same for each. 

When ready press print (18). 
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If data passes the criteria successfully, there should now be sales analysis data as below 
(19). 

 
 
It’s also possible to export this data to the desired file for example CSV for viewing in Excel. 
Simply click in the top left “File”  “Export Document  Select the relevant file type (20). 
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If members of staff require access to the sales analysis, but need to be restricted with what 
they can see, there is a preference called “Sales Analysis User Restriction”. 

This can be accessed via 400 Inventory  Setup (21)  Sales Analysis User Restriction 
(22). 

 

 

Once in “Sales Analysis User Restriction”, drill into the relevant user code (23) for that user. 
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Once in the user restrictions for that particular user, by default the restrictions will be turned 
off (unticked) (24). 
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To enable user restrictions simply tick the “Enable User Restriction” box (25). 
It’s also possible to decide whether users can see the Address, Main Contact, Tel and Email 
details as well as whether to show profit or not (26). 

Once the “Enable User Restriction” box is ticked the other options now become available. 

It’s now possible to decide whether the user code can have access to view certain 
categories (27) and what sales reps are assigned to (28), in sales analysis. 

The below example allows the “Credit Control” user to sales analysis. 
They cannot view the Address, Main Contact, Tel and Email details nor can they view profit. 
When the sales analysis is run, the user will only have access to the highlighted categories 
(27) and the sales rep “Sales Rep 1” (28). 
They should not be able to view any other Information. 

 

If for any reason no data passes through when running the sales analysis, it’s quite possible 
the user restrictions are filtering on what is seen. Try enabling/disabling the “Enable User 
Restriction” box (25), then save & close. 


